HOW CAN YOU ACHIEVE MAX IMPACT?

“If we can detect infections early, we can optimize antimicrobial treatment and prevent transmission within our healthcare system. The BD MAX allows us to do that.”

Professor, Nagasaki University

EXPAND YOUR LAB’S MOLECULAR TESTING POTENTIAL

► Workflow efficiency for timely patient management¹
► Diagnostic speed and accuracy to aid in fast, appropriate treatment²
► Testing versatility for a wide range of patients³

VISIT BD.COM/DS TO FIND OUT HOW
Setting Higher Standards in the Fight Against HAIs

Why BD?
The BD MAX System delivers automated extraction, amplification, and detection of the most common HAIs, with up to 24 patient results in just over 2 hours.

Why Change?

Why Now?
Because when early and accurate detection of HAIs is combined with appropriate infection control interventions and patient treatment, we can support antimicrobial stewardship initiatives, prevent transmission, and improve patient management to reduce the financial burden on healthcare systems.

Start Maximizing Your Impact
Contact Your Local Representative

References:

Women’s Health and STIs
- CT/GC/TV
- GBS
- Vaginal Panel

Enteric Solutions
- Enteric Bacterial Panel
- Enteric Parasite Panel
- Extended Enteric Bacterial Panel

Open-System Reagents
- DNA or TNA Extraction
- DNA or TNA Amplification